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About This Game

In Bunker Constructor you build strong bunkers that protect against enemy attacks. You must build resilient bunkers through
45 levels and in 5 environments including desert, forest, beach, mountains and city ruins, because the next attack wave is already

underway! You will know if your bunker is strong enough when the enemies attack with either their artillery, tanks or bombs.

Various materials are available to construct your bunkers, such as concrete, steel girders and armor protection. You need to use
them skillfully and cost-effectively so you can build the perfect bunker. There are multiple solutions when constructing a bunker
which you discover by combining the different components in numerous ways, and your budget is the only limit. Go wild with

your creativity and ideas!

FEATURES:

45 Levels

5 Settings: desert, forest, beach, mountains, city ruins

Map showing unlocked worlds / levels

3 building materials: concrete, steel girders, armor protection

Different difficulties: enemy artillery, tank attack, air attack
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Genre: Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Tindalos Interactive
Release Date: 24 Jun, 2016
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bunker constructor скачать. bunker constructor играть. bunker constructor скачать на пк. constructora bunker. bunker
constructor apk. constructora bunker ecuador. bunker constructor

1-9 more bug. this game makes no sense with mechanics and is so so so bad. Fun little game sits like angry birds in a way but
from the other side https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6n4cBx4Iy-M&feature=youtu.be
. Meh its fun to play but they should add a bit more to it BUT it is good just needs more work.. Box Breaking Simulator. 10\/10.
Its a good game with some pros and cons.

Pros:
1. Good for passing time
2. Good stradegy \/ not super easy
3. It has decent physics
4. NO MICROTRANSACTIONS!!!

Cons:
1. Great game for wanting to punch your moniter on some levels...
2. I think its a mobile port, and sometimes it can be annoyingly difficult money - wise
3. It costs (in my opinion) WAY more than it should. $5.00?!? come on devs :l. I've only played a few minutes of this game and
I can already tell you It's fun. If you like these types of games you'll like this. It's essentially a slightly different take on the
bridge constructor games. It's one of those games you break out on a rainy day to pass some tme or if you're just looking for a
challenge. I found some of the puzzles to actually be a bit difficult and require planning and\/or multiple run throughs.

There are a few things that need to be tweaked though.

1) The menu with the building options shouldn't pop in\/out, it needs to stay static
2) There needs to be a quick way to undo placement (Like an undo button).
3) There needs to be a way to observe projectile path. Right now you need to play the scenario over and over to plan out your
building, which is kind of a pain.
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